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1. THE TIME-DEPENDENT GINZBURG-LANDAU EQUATIONS 
The steady state Ginzburg-Landau model for superconductivity (see, e.g., [l] or [2]) was ex- 
tended to the time-dependent case by Gor’kov and Eliashberg in [3]. The latter model is defined 
by the differential equations 
vg+ivnQi+ (AV+A)2~-~+1~[2~=0, inRx[O,T], 
and 
$$ + curl curl A + VQ + k ($J* V+!J - 11 V$*) f /$I2 A = curl H, in s1 x [0, T], 
the boundary conditions 
(iV$+A$) .n=O, onl?x [O,T], 
curlAxn=Hxn, on I? x [O,T], and 
E.n=O, on r x [O,T], 
(1.1) 
(1.2) 
(1.3) 
(1.4) 
(1.5) 
I would like to thank Max Gunzburger and Janet Peterson for their help and collaboration on this and many other 
joint projects. Part of this work was completed while the author visited the Center of Nonlinear Studies, Carnegie 
Mellon University. 
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and the initial conditions 
+,(x, 0) = $0(x), and A@, 0) = Ao(x), in R. (1.6) 
In (l.l)-(1.6), all variables have been nondimensionalized following standard practices; see, 
e.g., [l] or [4]. Q denotes an open bounded set in lRd, d = 2 or 3, with boundary I’, T a 
positive constant, II, = ]$] ei& the complex, scalar-valued order parameter, A the real, vector- 
valued magnetic potential, and Cp the real, scalar-valued electric potential. Also, 6 and n are 
positive material constants and H is the vector-valued external magnetic field; these, along with 
geometric information, serve to specify the model. It has become customary to refer to (1.1) and 
(1.2) as the time-dependent Ginsburg-Landau equations. 
The existence and uniqueness of solutions of the time-dependent Ginzburg-Landau equations 
have been considered in [5-71. Numerical studies using the model are given in [2,8-lo]. Studies 
connected with these equations have also appeared in the theoretical physics literature; see, 
e.g., [ll]. In this paper, we consider numerical methods and their analysis for the approximate 
solution of the time-dependent Ginzburg-Landau equations; spatial discretization is effected by 
finite element methods; a backward Euler scheme is used for the temporal discretization. Many 
of the results given below have been previously reported on in [la]; here, we provide details and 
proofs. 
Physical variables of interest are related to the dependent variables $, A, and Cp of the model 
by the relations: 
[$J[’ = density of superconducting charge carriers; 
h = curl A = magnetic field; 
E = grad Q + g = electric field; and 
j = ]$12[A- 1 
0 K 
grad$] = current. 
In particular, in the nondimensionalization being used, 1c, = 0 represents the nonsuperconducting 
state, ]+] = 1 a superconducting state, and 0 < ]$I < 1 a mixed, or intermediate state. 
We assume that I&,(X)] 5 1, a.e., which implies that the magnitude of the initial order para- 
meter does not exceed the value at the superconducting state. The external field H is assumed 
to be time-independent. 
In the remainder of this section, we introduce some notation that will be used in the sequel and 
give a brief discussion of gauge choices. In Section 2, we discuss semidiscrete Galerkin approxi- 
mations, first in the context of general finite-dimensional approximations, and then, specifically, 
in the finite-element context. In Section 3, we discuss fully-discrete approximations, and then, in 
Section 4, we provide the results of some numerical experiments. 
Throughout, for any nonnegative integer s, H’(R) will denote the Sobolev space of real-valued 
functions having square integrable spatial derivatives of order up to s in the domain R. The cor- 
responding spaces of complex-valued functions whose real and imaginary parts belong to HS(0) 
will be denoted by X5(a). Corresponding spaces of vector-valued functions, each of whose d com- 
ponents belong to HS(fl), will be denoted by H’(a), i.e., H”(0) = [H”(R)ld. Norms of functions 
belonging to HS (0)) H”(R), and ‘FI” (Q) will all be denoted, without any possible ambiguity, by 
]].]Is. For details concerning these spaces, one may consult [13]. A similar notational convention 
will hold for the Lebesgue spaces D’(Q) and their complex and vector-valued counterparts Cp(sl) 
and Lp(R), respectively. We will sometimes use (( . 11~ to denote the norm defined 
B. We will use the convention that (., .) denotes the standard L2 inner-product in 
spaces, while for complex valued functions 
on the space 
real function 
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We will also make use of the following subspaces of H1(f2): 
HA(R) = {Q E H’(n) : Q. n = 0 on I’} 
and 
HA(div; 0) = {Q E H1(R) : divQ = 0 in s2 and Q. n = 0 on r}. 
We note that (]]div Q]]: + ((curl Q]]i)‘/2 and ((curl &]]a define norms on H;(0) and Hk(div; a), 
respectively, that are equivalent to the standard H1(S1)-norm ]I&[[ i; see, e.g., [14]. 
To take into account the time-dependence, we define the following spaces: for any given T > 0 
and given Hilbert space B, 
U’(O,T;B)= 
I 
f:f(.,t)~B,Vt~(o,T), a.e., 
s 
cT Ilf(., WI”, dt < 00 
I 
. 
Spaces such as L”(0, T; B) and H”(0, T; B) are defined in a similar manner. In particular, we 
let S = L2(0, T; L2(s2)) and 
V = Lw(O, T; H;(R)) n H1(O, T; L2(fl)). 
Also, we let S = ,C’(O, T; L’(a)) and 
V = P(O,T; R1(fi)) n X1(0, T; L2(G)). 
For convenience when considering finite element approximations, we assume that R is a 
bounded convex polygon or convex polyhedron in Rd, where d = 2 or 3. Results may be ex- 
tended to domains with smooth boundary if curved finite element spaces are used, 
The time-dependent Ginzburg-Landau model (l.l)-(1.6) lacks uniqueness and thus is not 
well-posed. However, they possess a gauge invariance property, see, e.g., [6], which, among 
other things, implies that the physical variables of interest are indeed uniquely determined 
from (l.l)-(1.6). Also, one can choose a gauge in order to obtain mathematically well-posed 
equations. Such a procedure was thoroughly discussed in [6] where several possible gauge choices 
were given. Here, we focus our attention to the gauge that eliminates the electric potential a. 
This is one of most frequently used gauge choice in numerical simulations; see, e.g., [2,8,10]. In 
this gauge, the time-dependent Ginzburg-Landau equations are given by 
rj$+ (~V+A)2$-$+]7j]2$=0, in@ (1.7) 
and 
$$ + curl curl A + & ($* Vll, - $V$*) + ]$12A = curlH, 
We also have the boundary conditions 
in R . (1.8) 
and 
and the initial conditions 
V$.n=O, on r, (1.9) 
curIAxn=Hxn, on l?, (1.10) 
A.n=O, onl?, (1.11) 
Again, see 
divergence 
CAM 27:12-I 
$4~ 0) = $0(x) , Ab, 0) = Ao(x) , and div A(x, 0) = 0, in 0. (1.12) 
[6] for details. In the gauge currently being used, the vector potential A need not be 
free, though for the steady state solution, we do have divA = 0; see [l]. 
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2. SEMI-DISCRETE IN SPACE 
FINITE ELEMENT APPROXIMATIONS 
We now study semi-discrete Galerkin finite element approximations of the time-dependent 
Ginzburg-Landau equations in the zero electric potential gauge. The global existence and unique- 
ness of strong solutions in this gauge has been proved in [6]. By semi-discrete, we mean that 
discretization is effected only with respect to spatial variables. 
2.1. Weak Formulation 
The solution (+, A) E V x V of equations (1.7)-(1.11) satisfies the following weak formulation: 
and 
$(A, A) + (curl A , curl A) + ( 1$12A, L%) 
+ &($*V$ - $V$J*), A 
( > 
= (H,curlA), V A E H;(0), (2.2) 
together with initial condition $0 E ‘Hi(Q) and Ac E Hk(div;Q). Such initial conditions make 
sense for functions belonging to V x V that satisfy the weak equations. For convenience, we 
assume that the applied field H E H1(Q) an is independent of t. It was shown in [6] that for d 
any T > 0, (2.1) and (2.2) have a unique solution in V x V. 
To study the existence and uniqueness of solutions of the above system, the following modified 
problem was introduced: find ($J’, A’) E V x V such that 
;V$+A’$)+((]$‘]2-l)$‘,$) =O, V$ E X1(Q), (2.3) 
-$ (A’, A) + (curl A' ,curlA) +e(divA”,divA) + (~T,F~~A’,A) 
+!.I?{ (iV@,$‘A)} = (H,curlA), VAC H:(R), (2.4) 
with the same initial conditions as those for (2.1) and (2.2), so that the initial conditions are 
independent of e. Here, e > 0 is an arbitrary parameter. Note that the modified system (2.3) 
and (2.4) reduces to the original system (2.1) and (2.2) when E = 0. It was also shown in [6] that, 
for any T > 0 and 6 > 0, (2.3) and (2.4) have a unique solution in V x V. Moreover, for any 
T > 0, as E + 0, solutions of (2.3) and (2.4) converge (weakly in V x V) to the unique solution 
of (2.1) and (2.2). 
2.2. Finite-Dimensional Galerkin Approximations 
In [6], we studied abstract finite-dimensional Gale&in approximations of the system (2.3) 
and (2.4). Let A, and 2, be n-dimensional subspaces of Hi(Q) and ‘FI1 (0)) respectively, such 
that 
U A, is dense in H;(a) and U 2, is dense in ~-I~(sz) . 
A standard Galerkin-finite dimensional approximation is defined as follows: find ($;(t), A;(t)) E 
2, x A, such that 
(V+;(O):V&) + (C(O)?lii~) = (V$(O),V&) + (ti(O),&), v & E 2,) (2.5) 
(VA:,(O),%) + (A:(O),&) = (VA(O)%,) + (A(O),&) , V &, E A,, (2.6) 
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and 
$ (A;, AI,) + (curl Ai, curlAi,)+e(divA~,divA,)+(]$~]2A~,Ain) 
= (H, curl A,), V Ai, E A,. (2.8) 
Note that we are defining discrete initial conditions by H’-projections. 
We now quote a result of [6] concerning the solutions of (2.5) and (2.8). 
THEOREM 2.1. Given T > 0, if $0 E X1(R), I+o(x)[ 5 1 a.e., and A0 E HA(div;fl), for any 
6 > 0 and n > 0, there exists a unique solution ($:,A:) to (2.5) and (2.8) in [O,T]. Moreover, 
($2, A;) is uniformly bounded in V x V, independent of n and E and, for any 6 2 0, the sequence 
@+!I;, A:) converges weakly in V x V (and therefore strongly in S x S) to the unique solution 
(gel A”) of (2.3) and (2.4) as n --i oo. In addition, for any E > 0, the sequence ($i, A;) converges 
strongly in L2(0, T; X’(Q)) x L2(0, T; H’(a)) to ($‘, A”) as n -+ co. I 
As was mentioned above, in [6], it was also shown that solutions of the modified problem (2.3) 
and (2.4) converge to the solution of the original system (2.1) and (2.2) as E -+ 0. Furthermore, 
once can easily check that the steady state equations of both problems are identical. 
2.3. Semi-Discrete Galerkin Finite Element Approximation 
Let Ah and 2h be Co finite element subspaces of HA(R) and X1(0), respectively, defined on 
a regular quasi-uniform mesh, parametrized by a parameter h that tends to zero. These spaces 
are constructed in a standard way and h is some measure of the size of the finite elements in the 
mesh. We assume that the subspaces satisfy the following approximation properties: 
as h -+ 0, V li, E 7-P(o), (2.9) 
and 
,;:fn, IA - 441 + 0, as h -+ 0, VA E H;(R). (2.10) 
One may consult [15] for conditions on the finite element partitions such that (2.9) and (2.10) 
are satisfied. 
Therefore, by the Theorem 2.1, we have: 
COROLLARY 2.2. Assume that the approximation properties (2.9) and (2.10) and the hypothseses 
of Theorem 2.1 hold. Then, given T > 0, for any E 2 0, the semi-discrete finite element approxi- 
mation (T&, A;) exists in (0, T]. Moreover, ($i, A;) is uniformly bounded in V x V, independent 
of h and E. Furthermore, for any E > 0, the sequence (T+!$, A;) converges weakly in U x V (and 
therefore strongly in S x S) to the unique solution (@, A’) of (2.3) and (2.4) as n --f 00. In addi- 
tion, for anye > 0, the sequence ($J;, Aff) converges strongly in C2(0, T; 7i1(s1)) x L2(0, T; H1(R)) 
to ($J,‘, A’) as n -+ 00. I 
2.4. Asymptotic Behavior of the Finite Element Approximations 
We now examine, for given h > 0 and E > 0, the asymptotic behavior of the semi-discrete finite 
element solution (T+&, Ai). 
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A nondimensionalized form of the Ginzburg-Landau free energy functional is given by 
G(G,A) = 
J(l 
i V$J + Ati 2 + i ([$I2 - 1)2 + (curl A - HI2 dR. 
R 
Now, let 
6,(+, A) = 6($, A) + 6 J ldivA12 dR. (2.11) 
R 
The dynamical system (2.7) and (2.8) is a gradient system by the definition in [16], since the 
functional Q, serves as a Lyapunov functional. Hence, it is straightforward to obtain the following 
result. 
LEMMA 2.3. The w-limit set of the system (2.7) and (2.8) is a subset of the equilibrium points 
which consists of solutions of the following equations: 
(’ +%+AM, fV$h+A;$h (I$;12+&,@) =o, V@EZh, (2.12) 
and 
curl Ai - H, curl Ah div Ai, div Ah ) + ( l%J2A’h, Ah) 
+R 
K 
= 0, VA’ E Ah. (2.13) u 
3. FULLY-DISCRETE APPROXIMATIONS 
Semi-discrete approximations only deal with spatial discretization and the resulting equations 
form a system of ordinary differential equations. Fully discrete approximations involve a dis- 
cretization of these ordinary differential equations. Here, we will study the implicit Euler method. 
An interesting feature of this full discretizaiton is the existence of a discrete Lyapunov-like func- 
tional that may be very useful for long time integration. 
3.1. The Implicit Euler Method 
Let to = 0, and tn+l = t, + At where At is the step size in time. The initial approximation is 
given by the H1-projection of the given initial data, i.e., define ($$,A$) E Zh x Ah by 
(%%vah) + (@,dh) = (v$(0),vljih) -k ($(O), 4”) , v 4” E -&, (3.1) 
and 
(VA;, VAh) + (A;, ““) = (VA(O), VAh) + (A(O), Ah) , 
Then, for n = 0, 1, . . . , we let 
V Ah E Ah. (3.2) 
1? ill - +i ( At 74” > ( + i W;+, + A:+, $:+I, ; 04” + A;+, 6”) + ((Idt+,l” - 1) ic,l? 4”) = 07 v ?j” E Zh, (3.3) 
and 
A:+, - A; 
At 
,dh 
> 
+ (curl A2+1 - H, curl Ah 
> ( 
+ E div All+, , div Ah 
> 
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THEOREM 3.1. For any h > 0, At > 0, and e 2 0, there exists a solution to the system (3.3) 
and (3.4) for any n. Moreover, for all n = 0, 1, . . . , 
PROOF. The solution of (3.3) and (3.4) is a critical point of the following minimization problem: 
min Ji(@, Ah) over (tih, Ah) E Zh x Ah, 
where 
J’:(@, Ah> = G,(@, Ah) + 
J( 
j&tinh(2 + IAh--:12 
At At 
n 
Obviously, there exists a minimizer for this finite dimensional minimization problem. Hence, the 
solution to (3.1) and (3.2) exists. The inequality in the theorem follows from 
xxvc,,~ A:+1 ) I J’:W,h, A:) I Gd$,h, Ai), Yn=O,l,.... I 
COROLLARY 3.2. Given initial data and T > 0, there exists a constant C > 0 such that, for 
any h > 0, At > 0 and (n + 1)At I T, any solution (q!~,h+~, Ak+,) to the system (3.3) and (3.4) 
satisfies 
lIfei+ - A$ 5 CAt1’2, 
lleL+1 - l(l,hll,, 5 CAt”2, 
IId+ l/O,4 5 Cl 
llAi+~llO 5 CT 
IIA~+~I[~ < C min e-1/2, h-‘> , 
{ 
li~~+rll~,~ I Cmin {h-‘12, (log Ihl)f’4e-t’4}, 
IIA~+~ llo,4 5 Cmin {h-3/4, e-3/8} , 
(JA:+,~(~,~ I Cmin {h-l, (log (hl)1’2~-1’2}, 
(IA;,, Jlo,m 5 C min { hm3j2, h-1’2e-1’2} , 
II+,“+, II1 I Cmin h-“14, e-112 . 
{ 1 
(d = 2), 
(d = 3), 
(d = 2) 
(d= 3), and 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
PROOF. Inequalities (3.5)-(3.7) and (3.10) follows immediately from the previous theorem. (3.5) 
implies (3.8), which in turn, implies (3.9) by the inverse inequality 
IWll 5 ch-’ lbhlIO~ 
Similarly, one gets (3.11)-(3.15) from the previous estimates, the inverse inequality 
Il~~lj~,, I chd”-d’” I(~hl[O,s, 
and discrete imbedding inequalities: 
and for d = 3 
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3.2. Uniqueness of the Approximate Solution 
Next, we discuss the uniqueness of the solution to (3.3) and (3.4) for a given value of n. In 
general, the solution may not be unique; however, if one seeks a solution that actually minimizes 
the functional ,&k, then some uniqueness results may be obtained. First, we have the following 
result. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let C > 0 be a constant. If At and At hed12 axe sufficiently small, then for any 
E 2 0, the functional Jk is convex for any (tjh, Ah) in the set 
M = { ($J~, Ah) E Zh x Ah ~~~h~~,,, 5 C> 1 IIAh(l, I C, 
PROOF. Let (I)~, Ah) be in the set M. Then for any (qh, Ah), we have, for At sufficiently small, 
$3: ($” + dh, Ah + .ah) I(o,o) 
> 2 &$h+Ah$h I/ 
2 
- 
K /I 0 
$ J’ii (1L” + P+%@ -I- .ah) I(o,o) 
= 2 (@hi2 + A) lkh12 + 2~ /divAhI + 2 Icurln’i’] dR 1 & lllihll~, 
R 
and 
-& 3: (ti” + P Gh, Ah + v ““) I(o,o) 
= / 2% { (; 04" + Ah $h) ($“)* Ah + (i VGh + AhGh) (4”)’ Ah} dC2 
R 
52 
li( 
: VP + Ah 4”) Ilo lIY%,4 I/Ahllo,4 + 2 // (: wh + Ah G”) Ijo l)qhJ10,4 I/Ah/lo,4 
ic II( 
; Vqh + AhGh) Ilo. h-d/4 I(bh/lo + C/L-~/~ //$h//o. h-d/4 (/iihl(o 
<C (IIC ; 04” + Ah 4”) 11: + h-d/2 II;b~l;) “= (h-d/2 I/ah/;)1’2 
<c(Ath-d/2)il?(-$J; (~h+~~h,Ah+~~h)~(o,0))1’2~t-1 //4”11;)“= 
<c(Ath-‘/=)‘/=($J; (~h+~~h,Ah+~Ah)~(0,0~)1’2 
. ($7; (yh+p~h,Ah+v~h)~~oo~)1’2. 
Thus, for At h-d/2 sufficiently small, the functional 32 is convex on the set M. 
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Prom the convexity of the functional and the estimates (3.9)-(3.15), we have the following 
result. 
COROLLARY 3 3 . . If At hWdi2 is sufficiently small, then for any E 2 0, the functional 32 has a 
unique global minimizer which is a solution of (3.3) and (3.4). I 
We see from the above proof that for any E L 0, h > 0, and At > 0, 
$2; (~h+~~h,Ah+uAh)l(O.O) >O, 'i'iih#O. 
Hence, we have the following result. 
COROLLARY 3.4. There are no local maxima for the functional Jt. I 
In case E is taken to be a positive constant, independent of h, then, the above proof may be 
modified to show that if At is small enough, then the global minimizer of ,7: is unique for any 
h > 0, i.e., we do not need to assume that At hedi2 is small. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let E > 0 and K > 0 be given constants. Then, for At sufficiently small, the 
functional Jk is convex for any (gh, Ah) in theset {(?,bh,Ah) E ZhxAh 1 I~T/J~[/I 5 K, l(Ahlli 5 
k-1. 
PROOF. Let (Qh,Ah) b e in the set {~l$~~~Ii < K , jIAhll, _< K}. Th en, for any (@,bh), we 
have 
-$ .?: (1L” +idh, Ah + u”“) jco,oj 
j2+ (12/$~~/~-2+$) [qh[‘] dR 
Here, we have used the assumption that At is sufficiently small. Similarly, 
= 2)$lh12 + $) /AhI 
R 
f 2~ /divAhI + 2 /curlAh12] &I 
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= /2J?{ (;VGh+Ah$) (q!~“)*ii’+ (+h+Ah$h) (““)*A”) dR 
n 
12 
IK 
;w+Nj10 ll~hlll ll~“l10,s+2~l(~v~h+Ah~h)jlD 114”11, I/dhJjo,3 
IC 
IK 
;V"" +Ahyiih)llo [ Ah[ly2 (jAhl/:/2+~ //$h([1 (/Ah1(;2 //A"f2 
IC (IIC ~Vyl”iAhy;h)~~~+l~;nl[:)1’2((lj~~~~~I~hll~)112 
<c(-$g; (~~+~dh,Ah+yAh)/(0,0))1’2(At-1/2//A”l/~+At’/2[lH’[l~)1’2 
5 CAt114 
( ( 
$3; $h +jqih,Ah+dh) $3; ($h+p~h,Ah+vAh))1'21toOj. 
Above, C is a generic constant, independent of At and h. Thus, for At small, the functional Jk 
is convex on the set { ]]$~~]]i < K , llAhll 1 < K} when E is a given constant. I 
Similarly, we have the following result. 
COROLLARY 3.5. Let E > 0 be a given constant. Then, for At sufficiently small, the global 
minimizer of the functional Jt is unique. I 
3.3. Discrete-in-Time Approximation 
In the proof of the above lemma, no use of any inverse inequality [15] was made. In fact, the 
same proof is valid for the solution of the following problem which, by itself, is a time-discretized 
version of the original time-dependent Ginzburg-Landau equations: 
+ ((la,ll" - 1) $n+lPq = 0, V 11 E 2, (3.16) 
and 
A n+l -A, - 
At 
,A 
> ( 
+ curlA,+ -H,curlA 
) ( 
+E divA,+i, divA) + (l+~+t12A,,+i,Ah) 
-~n+lw;+J,~ =o, 
> 
v A E A. (3.17) 
Let 
Then, we have the following result, 
PROPOSITION 3.6. For any At > 0 and E > 0, there exists a solution to the system (3.16) 
and (3.17) for any TL. Moreover, for all TZ = 0, 1, . . . , 
G, (&+I 3 &+I 
l&L+1 - &I2 + IA,+1 - Ad2 
At At 
,jf) < Q (Ic, A - E 71, R. ) 
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PROOF. The solution is a critical point of the following minimization problem: 
min& ($,A) over (g,A) E 2 x A. 
Similarly, we have the following results. 
LEMMA 3.7. Let E > 0 and K > 0 be given constants. Then, for At sufficently 
functional ,& is convex for any (I/J, A) in the set {($,A) E 2 x A I 11~111 I K IlAlll 
COROLLARY 3.8. Let E > 0 be a given constant. Then, for At sufficiently small, 
minimizer of the functional J,, is unique. 
3.4. Asymptotic Behavior 
129 
I 
small, the 
SK}. I 
the global 
I 
We now examine, for given h > 0, At > 0, and E > 0, the asymptotic behavior of the finite 
element solution ($),h, A:). By compactness, it is straightforward to deduce the following result. 
LEMMA 3.9. If At is sufficiently small, the limit set of the sequence {(&,A:)} is a subset of 
the solution set of (2.12) and (2.13). I 
Unfortunately, the solution set of (2.12) and (2.13) does not consist of only isolated points, even 
for E > 0. The reason is that if (@, Ah) is in the set, so is (X@, Ah) for any complex constant 
X such that [XI = 1. This corresponds to the U (1) symmetry of the solution space of (2.12) 
and (2.13). One can show, however, for almost all K, there are only finite number of isolated 
solutions to (2.12) and (2.13), modulus the U (1) symmetry. It remains to be seen whether this 
will imply that the sequence { ($J,“, A:)} is convergent for almost all IE. 
3.5. Error Estimates for the Backward Euler Scheme 
Here, we give an error estimates for the backward Euler scheme (3.1) and (3.4). We assume 
that the solutions to continuous problem (2.3) and (2.4) as well as the semi-discrete in time 
scheme (3.16) and (3.17) h ave enough regularity and the finite element spaces have the best 
approximation property [15], ‘. 1e., for some integer m, if h is sufficiently small, then 
inf 
and 
PE& 
[(1L - @I(, I Chm II1clII,+l~ v $4 E TP+yn>, (3.18) 
,$f,, (/A - AhI/, I Ch” Il%,z+~ 7 VA E Hm+‘(s2) n H;(Q). (3.19) 
THEOREM 3.10. For any T > 0 and E > 0, if h and At are sufficiently small and the solution 
(@, A’) to the problem (2.3) and (2.4) is sufficiently smooth, then there exists a constant C > 0, 
independent of h and At, such that 
and 
Il~E(.,tn)-~,hlll<CAt+hm, V’72=1,2 ,..., IV= 5 , 
[ I 
(3.20) 
llAE(.,t”)-A~lll<CAt+h”, Vn=1,2 ,..., N= 2 . [ 1 (3.21) 
PROOF. First, 
and 
1cI’ (., L) - +,” = $J’ (., tn) - ah V (tn) + 7rh $’ (tn) - 1L,h, 
A’ (., tn) - A; = AE (., tn) - rh A’ (tn) + rh A’ (tn) - A;, 
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where QT’ $’ (tn) E 2h 
A’ (a, tn), respectively. 
given integer Ic 2 0, 
and 7rTThA’ (tn) E Ah are the standard elliptic projections of $J’ (., tn) and 
By the approximation properties and standard finite element theory, for 
and 
(Idtk(~~(.,t,)--hIj/e(t,))(ll ich", Vn=l,&...,N= g , 
[ 1 
Ild~(AE(.,tn)-~hAE(tn))IIIIchm, t’n=l,2,...,N= ; . [ 1 
Now, we consider ei = nh@ (tn) - QJ,” and [,” = &A’ (tn) - A;. Setting 4” = ek+l - ek 
Ah = <,“+, - <,” in (3.3) and (3.4), yields 
and 
+ & (/lcurl[~+Ill~ +E I)divC,h+,l(~ - llcurlC,h(l~ -E (Idiv<kl\E) = At&, 
where f,” and gk denote the remaining terms. Using Sobolev imbedding theorems, the approx- 
imation properties, and the uniform bounds on the solutions given earlier, it is not difficult to 
show that there exists a constant C > 0 such that, if At and h are sufficiently small, then for 
n=1,2 ,..., N=[T/At],wehave 
and 
The estimates in the theorem now follows from the discrete Gronwall inequality and the triangle 
inequality. I 
Note that the above results can be easily extended to the case where a variable time-step is 
used. A similar error estimate for the time-dependent G-L equations has also been given in [17], 
in which a different gauge from ours was chosen. 
3.6. Higher-Order in Time Discretization 
Similar to the backward Euler methods, higher order in time discretization can also be formu- 
lated and analyzed. For example, the following scheme yields a second-order in time discretiza- 
tion: 
2At 
,A’ 
> 
+ (curlA:-H,curlAh) +E (divAz,divA”) 
+ (li::12A:,Ah) + 
(’ 
$ (+; v+; - ?/I$ v$;) ) Ah 
> 
= 0, 
= 0, V 4” E 2,, (3.22) 
V Ah E Ah, (3.23) 
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TIME= 0.4 TIME=dO 
TIME=7.2 TIME= 100.0 
Figure 1. Magnitude of the order parameter 
where 
and A", = Ai+, + A; 
2 d 
This scheme is similar to the one-leg multi-step method for numerical solution of ordinary differ- 
ential equations. Uniform bounds on the discrete solutions and higher-order error estimates may 
be obtained similar to the earlier discussion. Here, let us simply state the following result. 
LEMMA 3.11. Foranyh > 0, At > 0, ande 2 0, let 
minimization problem: 
A be a critical point of the following 
min J: ($J”, A”) over (q@,Ah) E Zh x Ah. 
Then, (24: - q!~,“, 2Ak - A:) is a solution to the scheme (3.22) and (3.23). 
By the above lemma, we see tha,t the actual implementation of the above second-order method 
does not involve more work than the implementation of the first-order backward Euler method. 
Higher order schemes may be useful in a better resolution of the initial transient period. 
4. COMPUTATIONAL EXAMPLE 
Numerical experiments have been performed on a Sun Sparcstation using a two-dimensional 
finite element code. More extensive reports on the experiments will be given in future papers. 
Here, let us describe a simple experiment in which the time-dependent Ginzburg-Landau equa- 
tions are solved using the fully discrete Backward Euler scheme on a two-dimensional square 
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box. The code uses piecewise biquadratic polynomials on a uniform spatial mesh. A Newton 
linearization is used for the nonlinear algebraic equations that must be solved at each time step. 
The resulting linear systems are solved for by the conjugate gradient method. For the results 
reported on here, the Ginzburg-Landau parameter is K = 3 with an external field H = 1.5. 
The solution for these values should correspond to a vortex state. For the particular experiment 
described here, initial conditions correspond to $0 = 0.8 + 0.6i, A0 = (O,O), i.e, a perfect super- 
conducting state. Figure 1 gives contour plots of the magnitude of the order parameter. Vortices 
that correspond to where $ = 0 first start to form near the midsides and then settle down in the 
interior. For comparison, Figure 2 gives a couple of plots of the computed magnetic field curl A 
with a grayscale. Lighter regions correspond to cores of the vortices, the magnetic field reaches 
maximum at the center of the vortices. Finally, Figure 3 gives the decay of the Free energy and 
the magnetization. We have performed many other numerical simulations of the vortex dynamics 
and “flux pinning”, using the time-dependent G-L models and their variants, more details will 
be given in future reports. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
TIME=7.2 TIME=32.8 
FREE ENERGY MAGNETIZATION 
Figure 2. Magnetic field. 
Figure 3. Free energy vs. time and magnetization vs. time 
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